Effects of repeated amphetamine administration on antisaccade in schizophrenia spectrum personality.
Repeated amphetamine administration is used to examine the responsivity of cerebral dopaminergic systems. Schizophrenia spectrum personality (SSP) provides a unique opportunity to study the pathophysiology of schizophrenia because of shared neurobiology without the confounding factors of acute psychosis and psychotropic exposure. Previously we noted that on repeated amphetamine administration, dyskinesia and SSP symptoms were less likely to worsen in SSP than in healthy volunteers. In the current study, we report the effects of repeated amphetamine on antisaccade task performance. Eleven SSP and seven healthy subjects were given placebo once and amphetamine (30 mg) twice, in randomized double-blind fashion at least 1 week apart. Antisaccade eye measurements (error rate and latency) were recorded over 30 trials in each direction. Analysis of error rate showed no significant main effects of the drug. There was a significant group by field by drug interaction effect on the antisaccade latency. The SSP group showed a significant reduction in antisaccade latency for right field targets whereas no significant effects were noted in healthy control subjects. Findings from this preliminary study suggest SSP may be more receptive to the beneficial effects of repeated amphetamine on cognition than healthy controls.